Minutes for COGS Student Affairs Meeting for 09/22/2020

Roll Call

Chair: Chris Hagemeyer (College of Medicine)– present
Member: Abby Brinkman (College of Law)- present
Member: Jean Francois-Cheuwa (College of Arts and Sciences)- unexcused
Member: Tiffani Mendez - present

Discussion

A new proposal was made by representative Brinkman to put gravel under the pullup bars in the Landis Green lawn area to prevent mud from accumulating. While the University has been on a spending freeze, representative Hagemeyer has offered to donate gravel to accomplish this. We are currently awaiting University approval before further action. Dissemination of the parking survey has been on hold as Speaker Michael Morgan has been taking care of a family emergencies. Representative Mendez proposed making a COGS tutorial video to help train new members. Each member will prepare a script for a designated segment in the video before next meeting.

TO DO

Distribute parking survey to the student body
Await approval to improve the pullup bars on Landis Green
COGS Training Tutorial Video

-Intro (Hagemeyer)
  -What COGS is
  -Speaker positions
  -Where funding comes from
  -How is it distributed
  -Committees

-Conference Request Scenario (Mendez)
  -Reenact a conference request scenario that can narrate the process
- Common questions asked by representatives
- Highlight rules and guidelines
- Common mistakes made by requestor

- Hosting an FSU Event Scenario (Brinkman)
  - Reenact a conference request scenario that can narrate the process
  - Common questions asked by representatives
  - Highlight rules and guidelines
  - Common mistakes made by requestor

Next Meeting October 27th 6:30PM-7:00PM